
 

Week-13 Fire 

 

Introductory 

 

1. Fire is of middle placement of five elements range (Earth, Water, Fire, Air, 

Space) 

2. NVF (Fire) = NVF (Air Bag). 

3. NVF (Sun) = NVF (Fire cage). 

4. NVF (Sun) = NVF (Space bag) 

5. These features shall be bringing to focus artifices triples (6, 10, 16). 

6. Artifice 16 = 6 + 10 and  

7. Artifice 32 = 6 + 10 + 16. 

8. These features, on their chase shall be bringing us face to face with the 

interlinking of the existence phenomenon of ‘life’ with format and features 

of elements particularly ‘fire’. 

 

* 

=========================================================== 

Day 1: Fire 

=========================================================== 

 

1. NVF (Sun) = NVF (Fire cage) deserves to be chased. 

2. NVF (Sun) = NVF (Air cage bag). 

3. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to take note of 

the format and features of ‘cage bag’. 

4. Here it also would be relevant to note that NVF (Cage bag) = 26 is parallel 

to the alphabet letters range. 

5. Further 16 = 10 + 6 is parallel to set up of cage being of the format and 

features of super imposed pair of manifestation layers namely  

i. (0, 1, 2, 3)  

ii. (1, 2, 3, 4) 

6. It is this feature of super imposed pair of manifestation layers (0, 1, 2, 3) and 

(1, 2, 3, 4) which deserves to be chased. 

7. Still further the set up of manifestation layer (1, 2, 3, 4) with summation 

value (1 + 2 + 3 + 4) = 10 being parallel to NVF value 10 equal to NVF 

value bag, as such it shall be bringing us face to face with ‘cage’ as ‘abba 

bag’ 

8. This, this way, shall be bringing us to face to face with artifice value 6, as 

well as NVF value 6 and number 6, which is the first perfect number. 

9. This, as such further shall be bringing to focus the role of artifices 6 and 10 

of which 6 is the first perfect and 10 is the place value of 10 place value 

system. 

10. It would be blissful to permit the transcending mind to continuously remain 

in prolonged sitting of trans and to glimpse and to be face to face with NVF 

(pole star) = NVF (Fire joint). 

 

 

 



=========================================================== 

Day 2: NVF (Fire) 

=========================================================== 

 

1. NVF (Fire) = 38 on its chase shall be leading us to artifice 38. 

2. Artifice 38 further brings us face to face with the geometric format of 8 

octants synthesizing as 3-space. 

3. It would further be parallel to 8 sub cubes synthesizing as a cube. 

4. Still further it also shall be bringing us face to face with the phenomenon of 

8 solid boundary components of 4-space Transcendence within 4-space 

domain and reaching uptill the origin of 4-space and synthesizing as a 

Transcendental domain of solid order with a solid dimensional order of five 

solid dimensions  

5. Further it also would be relevant to note that artifice 38 constitute a 

reflection pair with artifice 83. 

6. Artifices pair 38, 83 leads to NVF value pair (38, 83) with summation value 

121. 

7. It shall be bringing us face to face with the format and features of NVF 

equation  

NVF (Unification) = NVF (Follow fire) 

8. One may have a pause here and take note that for attaining unification, one 

is to follow fire. 

9. Still further it also would be relevant to note that 8 = 3 + 5 and 11 = 3 + 5 + 

3 and 121 = 11 x 11. 

10. It would be a blissful exercise to follow fire as Sun being fire cage. 

 

=========================================================== 

Day 3: Fire, Earth 

=========================================================== 

It would be blissful exercise to chase Earth Fire = Artifices = NVF (Real Sun). 

 

=========================================================== 

Day 4: Fire, Water 

=========================================================== 

It would be blissful to chase Fire Water = NVF (Renewing bag). 

 

 

=========================================================== 

Day 5: Fire, Fire 

=========================================================== 

 

1. Pairing of fire with itself is the phenomenon which simultaneously is of the 

format and features of addition and minus both available at the same ment. 

2. It is this feature of fire pairing with itself which embeds a pair of 

orientations at the same ment, which deserves to be chased.  

3. The simultaneous availability of a pair of orientations at the same ment is the 

feature which shall be leading further to the feature of super impositions of 

orientations. 

4. It is this feature of super imposition of orientations and resultant neutralized 

state transforms the format itself. 

5. Such renewing process by way of neutralizing the dimensionalized set up 

deserves to be chased. 



6. The pair of orientations as of the format of (negative orientation, positive 

orientation) and parallel format of (-1) space as dimension, +1 space as 

domain fold, becomes the basis of super imposition of dimension fold over 

domain fold.  

7. Fire burns. 

8. NVF (Burn) = 2 + 21, 18 + 14 = 23 +32 as a reflection pair of artifices and 

parallel pairs of formulations (end, life) super imposed state being ‘End 

Life’ shall on its chase shall be bringing us face to face with the format and 

features of set ups of super imposed orientations. 

9. NVF (Burns) = 74 = NVF (Pairing) = NVF (Point) = NVF (One line), on its 

chase shall be helping us comprehend and to have insight about the burning 

features of ‘fire’. 

10. Here it would be relevant to note that NVF (Burning) = 85 = NVF 

(Creation). 

11. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to be face to 

face with this phenomenon of fire burning with NVF (Fire burning) = 113 = 

NVF (Universe).      

 

=========================================================== 

Day 6: Fire, Air 

=========================================================== 

1. NVF (Fire, Air) = 66 = NVF (single) = NVF (Family) and further NVF 

(Fire) = NVF (Air bag) shall on their chase be helping us have an insight 

about this format of ‘fire air’. 

2. The feature being ‘single’ and as ‘family’, on its chase shall be further 

brining us face to face with this new phenomenon unfolding from within and 

multiplying and transforming ‘single’ as family. 

3. The transition for ‘fire’ through ‘air space’ as along artifice value ‘26’ 

deserves to be comprehended thoroughly 

4. It is this feature of fire transcending through air space availing the format of 

artifices 26 parallel to which is the summation value 26 of four fold 

manifestation layer (5, 6, 7, 8) of hyper cube seven. 

5. One may have a pause here and take note that the triple (fire, air, space) with 

middle placement ‘air’ is as per the organization of triple (air, fire, space) as 

that for fixation of the middle in terms of a pair of fixed points takes the 

middle point of placement of serial no 3. 

6. Further here it also would be relevant to note that the transition from air to 

fire is going to be of artifice value 10 while transition from air to space is of 

artifice value 16. 

7. One may have a pause here and take note that here in the process the 

orientations are neutralizing themselves by super imposition because of ‘air’ 

as the fourth element and artifice 4 accept organization features as 2 + 2 = 2 

x 2 = (-2) x (-2). 

8. The transcendence of fire through air and space for its reach uptill ‘Sun’ and 

in reverse orientation, the reach from Sun to Fire through space and air, on 

its chase shall be bringing us face to face with above features with a focus 

upon the Transcendence process through the setups of super imposed 

manifestation layers of a pair of consecutive dimensional orders. 

9. Here in the context the permissibility for the artifice  
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11. The fourth step above is of integrated value of first three steps  

12. Fifth step above is of value double that of value of fourth step. 

13. With it the sequential process of value double that that of the previous steps 

becomes the rule  

14. Let us have a fresh look at the set up of the fifth step. 

15. Here the working rule of the spatial order set up of simultaneous availably of 

2 as 1 and 1 as 2 come into play. 

16. One may have a pause here and take note that the above features, on their 

chase shall be enriching our insight of the Transcendence phenomenon of 

the fire through the air and space to have a reach uptill the Sun with NVF 

value 54 as dimension fold getting super imposed upon NVF (light) = 56 as 

the domain fold 

17. This, as such amounts to be load (life) being carried (by origin) as 

Transcendental carriers of super imposition of Earth as dimension fold upon 

Sun as domain fold to be unloaded at pole star as black matter. 

 

========================================================== 

Day 7: Fire, Space 

========================================================== 

1. NVF (Fire, space) = 82 = NVF (Factors) = NVF (Affine, affine) = NVF 

(lock) + NVF (key)  

2. It would be blissful exercise to chase Transcendence of ‘fire’ through air 

into space for carrying ‘Earth’ super imposed upon Sun for to be unloaded as 

black matter at pole star and NVF (Transcendental carrier) = 222 = NVF 

(Perfection) + (Perfection) = NVF (A sunlight) + NVF (A sunlight). 

 

* 

 

 
 


